
 Densely sampled SIFT features, dictionary size :2048, spatial pyramid 
feature, max-pooling. 

 Lib-linear  SVM, average precision (AP) 

 
  8 classes and 1792 images, for each  
       class 70 images (training ) + 60 
       images (testing).  
       
 15 categories, 4485 images. 
 100 images (training ) + the rest 
       images (testing) 

 
 
 101 classes and 9144 images 
 30 images (training ) + the rest 
       images (testing) 
 
 Performance comparison of  methods  
 Dictionary strategy: kmeans(KM),  locality-preserving learning (DL) 

 Coding scheme: fixedly coding (LLC),  adaptively coding (ALC) 

 Adaptively selecting the size of coding bases for feature vectors 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Adaptive Coding Bases Selecting 

 To select 𝑘 nearest neighbors as the coding bases for local feature 
      x  such that x has a sparse representation regarding the locality. 
 We adaptively select coding bases based on the density distribution of 

dictionary atoms. 
1. For a feature x, place a kernel         , the 
     the estimated density at x is given by 
     
 
    We use a Gaussian kernel. 
 
 
 
2. 𝑘 is computed as 

 

Sparse Representation Learning 

    We obtain the sparse coefficients for input feature x.      
 

 

 Goal 
 To make image representation descriptive by explicitly considering 

saliency characteristic in the coding stage and boost classification 
performance. 

 Approach 

 A locality-preserving learning scheme is proposed by exploring the 
local geometrical structure around dictionary atom for dictionary 
creation. 

 Local density distribution is considered for adaptively selecting the 
coding bases to obtain the sparse coefficients. 
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Locality-preserving Dictionary Learning 

 To learn a locality-preserving dictionary regarding the saliency 
characteristic. 

 The dictionary atoms  should be distributed in the local dense 
regions in the input feature space. 

 We explore the geometrical structure to determine the location of 
the dictionary atoms .  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Dictionary learning by exploring the local geometrical structure 
around dictionary code     . Derivation of normal vectors     of the 
tangent plane for      .  Short dash arrows are normalized vectors from 
To its k-nearest neighbors formed by the feature descriptors.  
 
1.  Initialize dictionary D via k-means. 
2.  For a dictionary atom        , find its k nearest neighbors                                                                    
     The normal vector of tangent plane at      to each of its kNN is computed as 

 

 

 

      The relative location of        can be determined by counting the number of 

       neighbors.  

 

       

       

       We check the sign of dot product        and compute                   to  

       update the location of dictionary atom      

 

 

3. Check the optimality conditions step: 
     Update the dictionary D until convergence or maximum iteration 
     number achieves. 

 Saliency characteristic [1] in the coding stage can make image 

representation descriptive. 

  Locality preserving learning method can make the coding process 

stable and the representation sparse and smooth [2] [3].  
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 Experimental  setup:      

 UIUC-Sport      

 Scene-15      

 Caltech-101      

 Discussion      

 We propose a saliency aware locality-preserving coding method for image 

classification by exploring the local geometrical structure and statistical 

information between local features and dictionary atoms.  


